MISSION STATEMENT

Believing a well-educated population is essential to sustaining and enhancing a democratic society, Foothill College offers programs and services that empower students to achieve their goals as members of the workforce, as future students, and as global citizens. We work to obtain equity in achievement of student outcomes for all California student populations, and are guided by our core values of honesty, integrity, trust, openness, transparency, forgiveness, and sustainability. Foothill College offers associate degrees and certificates in multiple disciplines, and a baccalaureate degree in dental hygiene.
59TH ANNUAL COMMENCEMENT

FRIDAY, JUNE 28, 2019

6 P.M.

12345 EL MONTE ROAD, LOS ALTOS HILLS, CALIFORNIA
PROGRAM

Processional ............................................................................................................................................ Altos Brass
Pomp & Circumstance (Sir Edward Elgar, Composer) .................................................... Judy Vasitai Tutuvanu
The Star-Spangled Banner (Francis Scott Key, Composer) .............................................. Vocalist

Welcome & Introduction of Platform Guests ......................................................................................... Thuy Thi Nguyen, J.D.
President, Foothill College

Commencement Addresses
Student Speaker ........................................................................................................................................... Matthew Bodo
Class of 2019, Foothill College

Faculty Speaker ........................................................................................................................................... Debbie Lee, M.A.
Math Instructor
Science, Technology, Engineering & Mathematics Division
Foothill College

Presentation of President’s Medals ......................................................................................................... President Nguyen

Presentation of Presidential Service Leadership Award ................................................................. President Nguyen

Certification of the Class of 2018–2019 ................................................................................................. Isaac Escoto, M.A.
Academic Senate President, Foothill College

Conferring of Degrees .......................................................................................................................... President Nguyen

Presentation of Graduates
Health Sciences ........................................................................................................................................... Ram Subramaniam, Ph.D.
Bachelor of Science in Dental Hygiene .......................................................................................... Phyllis Spragge, M.A.
Business & Social Sciences ............................................................................................................... Kurt Hueg, M.B.A.
Fine Arts & Communication ........................................................................................................... Simon Pennington, M.A.
Kinesiology & Athletics ..................................................................................................................... Simon Pennington, M.A.
Language Arts ........................................................................................................................................ Valerie Fong, M.A.
Science, Technology, Engineering & Mathematics ......................................................................... Ram Subramaniam, Ph.D.

Closing Remarks ..................................................................................................................................... President Nguyen

Recessional* .................................................................................................................................................. Altos Brass
Washington Post March (John Philip Sousa, Composer)

*Please remain seated until the graduates, faculty, and platform party have exited.
2018–2019 PRESIDENT’S MEDAL RECIPIENTS

Ajaibir Deol
Monica Goulette
Ashnee Gounden
Omer Katz

Kannon Pearson
Brendan Swing
Mai Toyokawa
Junfeng Zhong

2018-2019 PRESIDENTIAL SERVICE LEADERSHIP AWARD

Eman Magzoub

ACHIEVEMENT AWARDS

Dean’s Award recipients wear a gold cord and have achieved a cumulative grade-point average of 3.5–4.0 at Foothill College.

Honors Scholars have completed a minimum of seven honors courses or 23 units of rigorous courses through the Foothill College Honors Institute. See page 22.

RECEPTION
A complimentary reception for family and friends to honor graduates and meet faculty and staff will be hosted at the Smithwick Theatre patio following the entire ceremony. The reception is sponsored by the Associated Students of Foothill College.

PHOTOGRAPHY
A professional photographer will photograph graduates as they receive their awards. Each graduate may then purchase photos. Guests are welcome to take photos from their seats. Please be considerate of those around you so as not to interfere with the view of other guests.

Visit foothill.edu/graduation for photos & video from tonight’s ceremony.

ABOUT THIS PROGRAM
This program is dedicated to the Class of 2018-2019, as well as to the Foothill College faculty and staff who have fostered the success of today’s graduates. The college has made every effort to ensure that all information in this publication is accurate and that all persons deserving of recognition are acknowledged. We regret any inadvertent omission.

Foothill College does not discriminate against any person in the provisions of any program or service based on age, ancestry, color, disability, gender, gender identity, marital status, medical condition, national origin, race, religion, sexual orientation or veteran status.
Foothill College students can achieve anything that they want to when supported by others. After a few rough quarters, Matt Bodo wasn’t sure if he was fit for college. He now plans to transfer to UCLA to major in linguistics and psychology.

“I didn’t expect to attend college when I finished high school. I didn’t think that I would get my GED,” Bodo said. “One of the faculty at the Adult Education Center convinced me to go to Foothill, and I figured I would try.”

Bodo didn’t immediately succeed in college. His first quarter’s GPA was a 0.0. During his second year, he became homeless. This led him to discover the college’s support services. With the right resources, Bodo flourished and became an incredibly active student.

“I really didn’t think I could do it,” Bodo said. “But I didn’t want to give up.”

Bodo has been a part of Extended Opportunity Programs and Services (EOPS), the Associated Students of Foothill College (ASFC), and has spent countless hours working to support homeless community college students.

He still finds himself shocked at where he’s ended up. “I couldn’t have ever pictured myself in the position I’m in today, and I know that I’ve become the person I want to be,” he said.

Bodo hopes to inspire students experiencing homelessness to succeed. He thanks EOPS, ASFC and Foothill’s faculty and staff for the guidance and support that helped him so much.

Debbie Lee has been teaching math at Foothill College since 2007. She is also chair of the math and computer science departments, and a co-director of the Honors Institute. Under Lee’s co-leadership, the Honors Institute has sharpened its focus on inclusiveness and educational equity for all.

Lee was born and raised in San Francisco’s Chinatown. She is an active member of Foothill’s Asian Pacific American Network (APAN). As part of APAN, she has coordinated the Rites of Passage ceremony, organized talks on immigration stories, held book club discussions on topics including the model minority stereotype, self-hatred and assimilation and power structure.

A first-generation college student, Lee received her A.A. from City College of San Francisco before transferring to San Francisco State University where she received her B.A. in Liberal Studies and an M.A. in Mathematics. Prior to her tenure at Foothill, Lee taught K-8 for the San Francisco Unified School District.

Lee loves to teach and enjoys seeing the “ah-ha” moments on her students’ faces. Her proudest moments are watching students connect the lessons from her classes to events in their lives. In her free time, Lee enjoys spending time with her husband, a faculty member at another community college.

She congratulates all the graduates and wishes them the best of luck with their future endeavors.
THE BACHELOR’S DEGREE

Today marks Foothill’s second graduating class receiving a bachelor’s degree in dental hygiene. In 2015, Foothill was one of 15 California community colleges selected to offer a baccalaureate program. Through this pilot program, students acquire the necessary skills, knowledge and practice in their field for a fraction of the cost of a four-year university or college. Foothill’s dental hygiene program has received accolades from the California Community College Chancellor’s Office for the attainment of post-college outcomes in employment, earnings gains and regional living wages. Students may enter the job market immediately or choose to pursue a graduate degree upon completing board exams and licensing requirements.

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE DEGREE

SPRING 2019

Janice Ann Camba Abella, Dental Hygiene
Claudia Janet Arteaga, Dental Hygiene
Melinda Irene Bates, Dental Hygiene
Michaela Fleurize Nuguid Bautista, Dental Hygiene H
Ana Isabel Beltran, Dental Hygiene HH
Tam Nhu Can, Dental Hygiene
Rika Chitose, Dental Hygiene HH
Angela Ester Colón, Dental Hygiene
Criselda Beronio Corpuz, Dental Hygiene
Samantha Ann Daux, Dental Hygiene
Ancita Dsouza, Dental Hygiene HH
Adriana Marina Foppiano, Dental Hygiene HH+
Zahra Forghany, Dental Hygiene H
Jonathan Isai Golib, Dental Hygiene
Rhoda Lisa Gonzales, Dental Hygiene H
Michelle Ha, Dental Hygiene
Andrea Sade Haynes, Dental Hygiene H
Monica Jaramillo, Dental Hygiene
Cynthia M. Jennings, Dental Hygiene
Brienne Rae Lake, Dental Hygiene H
Stephanie D. Lopez, Dental Hygiene HH
Julie Ann Medeiros, Dental Hygiene
Maclyn Raquel Merritt, Dental Hygiene H

Rajwant Kaur Obhi, Dental Hygiene
Lili Stephany Olmos Aldana, Dental Hygiene
Carmelyn Fatima Magalang Pajuio, Dental Hygiene
Pamela Jean Piccione, Dental Hygiene
Lyssa Brittany Quitoles, Dental Hygiene HH
Norma Ramirez Hernande, Dental Hygiene
Cassondra Lee Redd, Dental Hygiene H
Marta Rewako, Dental Hygiene HH
Randal K. Rogers, Dental Hygiene H
Tenisha Ann Lomboy Rogers, Dental Hygiene
Amy Janae Silva, Dental Hygiene HH
Anna B. Soi, Dental Hygiene H
Julia Michelle Sterling, Dental Hygiene
Rachel Anne Stevenson, Dental Hygiene
Kevin T. Sugawara, Dental Hygiene
Annmarie Teerlink, Dental Hygiene HH
Trisha-Ann Thomas, Dental Hygiene H
Naleni Tribble-Agarwal, Dental Hygiene HH
Anh Yen Vo, Dental Hygiene H
Sandy Wong, Dental Hygiene HH
Shelby Christine Wong-Potter, Dental Hygiene
Jenny B. Yanga, Dental Hygiene H

Honors status is based on the latest information from winter quarter and may be affected by spring quarter GPA.
THE ASSOCIATE DEGREE

Earning the associate degree represents more than an accumulation of units. It symbolizes the successful completion of established patterns of learning designed to develop capabilities and insights. Among these are the ability to think and communicate clearly; use mathematics; understand the modes of inquiry of major disciplines; be aware of other cultures, eras and places; gain insight into ethical problems; and develop self-understanding. In addition to all these, the student focuses on one field of knowledge in sufficient depth to contribute to lifetime interest. Additionally, the associate degree for transfer guarantees the student admission with junior standing to the California State University system.

ASSOCIATE OF ARTS DEGREE

SUMMER 2018

Merawi Abraha, General Studies: Social Science
Salvador Alvisar-Ibanez, General Studies: Social Science
Chasity Christian Avila, General Studies: Social Science
Kevin M. Barboza, Psychology HH
Russell J. Bargmann, Accounting; Business Administration
Kevin Brett Beedle, General Studies: Social Science HH
Jesse J. Bonilla, Psychology; General Studies: Social Science H
Guillermo David Burger, Communication Studies
Christina Nicole Carpenter, General Studies: Social Science H
Wayne H. Cheng, Music Technology HH
Camila Guevara, General Studies: Social Science
John Paul Haggerty, Graphic and Interactive Design H
Homayoon Heidari, Music: General HH
Casandra Sarai Hernandez, Psychology HH
Tiara Ingoglia, Philosophy
Tokuma Kagami, Economics
Tyler Kaine Kiley, Music Technology HH
Ashkaan Kouhpaenejad, Accounting HH
Yara Larios, Sociology
David Andrew Lucas, Business Administration
Whitney Rachel-Briann Lukanc, Psychology HH
Silvia Odalis Luna-Tapia, Photography
Roslyn MacDermott, General Studies: Social Science HH
Sarah J. Maldonado, General Studies: Social Science H
Veronica Maldonado, General Studies: Social Science
Michael James Marschall, Music Technology HH
Faris Monshi, Music Technology H
Angie Alicia Morales Vega, Child Development
Vanessa Thao Nguyen, Music Technology HH
Jean Ntongo, Graphic and Interactive Design HH
Jeremiah Poblete, Music: General

Daphne J.G. Poerio, General Studies: Social Science
Rizwana Rouf, Child Development HH
Paulo Henrique Santos, General Studies: Social Science
Pamela Smith, Communication Studies HH
Magdalena Maria Waldon, Business Administration H
Jooyoung Yi, Art History HH

FALL 2018

Wassim Mohammed Abushamma, Business Administration
Jason Aguirre, General Studies: Social Science
Kelly Margaret Bessem, General Studies: Social Science
Amanjot Singh Brar, Accounting H
Meghan Chakkapark, General Studies: Social Science; Sociology; Psychology
Kassandra Anne Cooney, Accounting HH
Ana Maria Costa Alongi, Graphic and Interactive Design HH
Adelle Helene Curtis, General Studies: Social Science H
Jake Christopher Dominguez, General Studies: Social Science H
Kristina Dulic, Accounting; Business Administration HH
Myles Joseph Garcia, General Studies: Social Science
Tia Geri, General Studies: Social Science HH
Myeongho Gong, Anthropology HH
Diane Mara Greene, Business Administration H
Jessica Holmes, Child Development
Joseph K. Kaye, Sociology HH
Ashkaan Kouhpaenejad, Accounting HH
Wendy N. Kreek, Communication Studies HH
Jieqiong Lei, Child Development HH
Xuemin Leng, Child Development HH+
Ronald Jeffrey Lopez, Accounting HH
Jesus Lopez-Olivares, Psychology HH

H Honors | HH High Honors | HH+ Highest Honors
Talia Jean Macbeth, Anthropology; Art History HH
Amoreena Machado, Graphic and Interactive Design H
Daniel James Marichalar, General Studies: Social Science
Brian David McCleary, Communication Studies; General Studies: Social Science HH
Juan Raphael Mejia, General Studies: Social Science
Franciasa Meraz, Accounting
Stephanie Merlo, Child Development
Jana Misevic, General Studies: Social Science H
Sandra Mitchell, General Studies: Social Science
Eriko Mizuno, Psychology HH
Woranuch Ngamdee, Accounting HH
Kim V. Nguyen, Business Administration
Kyle Robert Nicholas, Photography H
Keri Ann O’Connell, General Studies: Social Science
Stacy Lynn Plummer, Accounting HH
Andromeda Prado, Child Development
Andrew G. Rogers, General Studies: Social Science; General Electrician HH
Go Woon Ryang, Child Development H
Carrie Schwettman, English HH
Sara Anne Severietti, General Studies: Social Science HH
Rukaiyah Simon, General Studies: Social Science; Psychology
Samaria Solis Gonzalez, General Studies: Social Science HH
Hriday Bharat Thakkar, Economics HH
Eric Scott Tom, Accounting HH
Arzu A. Tosun, Child Development
Joaquin Tovar, Music Technology
Alyssa H. Tudor, Psychology HH
Daniel Vidri, General Studies: Social Science
Apryl Lorraine Whitaker-Tara, Sociology; General Studies: Social Science
Deonte Woodson, General Studies: Social Science H
Jiling Yao, Psychology HH

Michael Lee Gardner, Business Administration HH
Alexis K. Gharib, Accounting HH
Jeanine Goebner, Anthropology; General Studies: Social Science
Scarleth Guadalupe Gomez Navarro, Child Development
Monica Lee Goulette, General Studies: Social Science HH+
Maria Guadalupe Reyes Herrera, Communication Studies HH
Berenise Huutron, Communication Studies
Lucia Nguyen Huynh, General Studies: Social Science
Tim Jones, Music Technology HH
Troy Koza, Physical Education HH
Jade Elizabeth Lopez, Graphic and Interactive Design HH
Nelly Lozada, Accounting H
Estela Luna, General Studies: Social Science
Tiffany Marie Luna, Anthropology
Charles Macko, Accounting HH+
Gail Eleanor Matthews, Psychology HH
Denise Metoyer, Accounting H
Quoc Bao Nguyen, Photography HH
Prince Ikenna Okoye, General Studies: Social Science
Melanie Dennise Olmos-Morris, General Studies: Social Science; Psychology HH
Anna Radchenko, Graphic and Interactive Design HH
Riku Sakae, Political Science
Adrianea P. Sanchez, General Studies: Social Science
Amal Sanhaji, Computer Science
Ketki Ravindra Sathe, Psychology HH
Devin A. Schaumburg, General Studies: Social Science
Erik Schultz, Music Technology HH+
Jenny Schwartz, Accounting
Victor C. Skidanenko, Accounting
Angela Monique Sotelo, General Studies: Social Science HH
Patricia Elizabeth Springer, General Studies: Social Science HH
Roberto Jose Stiglich Jimenez, Art History HH+
Elena Catherine Strawn, Communication Studies
Ruth A. Volpi Lane, Sociology; General Studies: Social Science HH
Xiaocen Xie, Child Development

WINTER 2019

Tiffany Susan Austin, Psychology HH
Tony Nick Baricvevic, Psychology; Sociology HH
Nicholas Ramon Bustos, Physical Education
Melina Kristina Aquino Castro, Sociology H
Kayla Chiu, General Studies: Social Science HH
Eva K. Concepcion, General Studies: Social Science HH
Treston Taylor Dickson, Art
Serenity Elias-Vasquez, Psychology
Deanna Charlene Erickson, Business Administration
David Randolph Evans, Communication Studies; General Studies: Social Science H
Veronica Maria Felipe, Anthropology
Ashley Leana Fletcher, Sociology

SPRING 2019

David Aguilar, Accounting H
Catrina Amber Alderete, Graphic & Interactive Design
Marco Antonio Alvarez, General Studies: Social Science H
John Ryan Antal, General Studies: Social Science
Adriana Elaine Aranda, General Studies: Social Science
Nelson A. Barrionuevo Casas, General Studies: Social Science H

Honors status is based on the latest information from winter quarter and may be affected by spring quarter GPA.
Noah Grady Benest, Psychology
Jill Suzanne Bernhardt, Graphic & Interactive Design
Austin Jacob Bice, General Studies: Social Science
Karen Loraine Bishop, Psychology H
Matthew Francis Bodo, Communication Studies; General Studies: Social Science; Psychology HH
Michaela R. Brady, General Studies: Social Science
Benjamin James Buchignani, Psychology H
Rachel Ann Bulette, General Studies: Social Science
Chazlyn Star Burke, Communication Studies
Gretter Cabrera, Accounting
Richard James Campione, Spanish HH+
Karla Joanna Carrizales, General Studies: Social Science H
Aisha Chabane, Sociology HH
Ken Chang, Communication Studies
Sai Parveen Teja Chemudupati, Psychology HH
Zixuan Chen, Music: General HH
Kenny Ching, Business Administration; Economics H
Josh Chispa, Music Technology
Safa Ayatullah Choudhury, General Studies: Social Science H
Tze On Chow, Japanese HH
Richard James Cincotta, General Studies: Social Science
Melissa Ann Coker, Graphic & Interactive Design HH
Eva K. Concepcion, Communication Studies HH
Denise C. De Los Reyes, Communication Studies
Tiffany Marie Do, Graphic & Interactive Design
Kathelina Ly Doan, General Studies: Social Science H
Frank Wallace Dowd, Art History
Edna Enriquez, Business Administration
Charrice Finks, Graphic & Interactive Design
Chandler Stewart Fliege, Anthropology HH
Nora Anallency Flores, Child Development
Rebeca Natalia Flores, General Studies: Social Science H
Danielle S. Frevert, Music Technology
David Furlan, Business Administration
Adriana E. Garcia, Japanese HH
Laura Garcia, Anthropology HH
Isabel A. Gomez, General Studies: Social Science HH
Richa Poonam Gopal, Graphic & Interactive Design
Ryusei Goto, Economics H
Brenda Janet Gurrola, General Studies: Social Science
Theodore Michael Hartleb, Graphic & Interactive Design HH
Brooke Amber Hatfield, Anthropology
Alex Heng, Psychology
Caitlin M. Hertzig, General Studies: Social Science
Robert J. Heynen, Music Technology H
Joseph Charles Hidde, Anthropology H
Xinge Hu, Communication Studies HH
Xinyi Hu, Spanish HH
Regina S. Hua, Sociology
Royalle R. Hurney, Psychology; Sociology HH
Coen Anthony Hutton, Music Technology HH
Angelica Ibarra, Child Development
Jennifer Marie Joel, Humanities HH
Keith Jones, Music: General
Colleen Ann Kastrup, Child Development HH
Ki Sang Kim, Physical Education
Krysta Ann Korpontinos, Sociology
Jihane Kubursi, Business Administration H
Chetna Kumar, Economics
Arden Victoria Lai, Accounting HH
Erika Lama, Graphic & Interactive Design HH
Hannah Margaret Laporte, General Studies: Social Science
Manon Georgette Laurent, Communication Studies HH
Samantha Page Le Beau, Communication Studies Tae Jeong Lee, Music Technology HH
Esther Leung, Accounting HH
Oren Lev, General Studies: Social Science HH
Jeongsu Lim, General Studies: Social Science HH
Micah Trayvion Lindsay, Music Technology
Olivia Longhetto, General Studies: Social Science H
Susana Lopez, General Studies: Social Science
Yaira Luke, Child Development
Jian Xiong Michael Luo, General Studies: Social Science HH
Kim Vu Thien Luong, General Studies: Social Science
Samuel Michael Lysaght, General Studies: Social Science H
Tyler Philip Madariaga, Graphic & Interactive Design
Eman Mohi Eldin Magzoub, Psychology HH
Phillip Brendan Martin, Philosophy HH+
Brian David Mccleary, Anthropology; Humanities HH
Nathalya Helena Mendes, Business Administration HH+
Sireni Angelica Menjivar, Child Development
Jesus Moreno Jimenez, Music Technology H
Angela Mosqueda, Business Administration
Cleia Dantas, Graphic & Interactive Design HH
Crystal Munro, General Studies: Social Science HH
Alan Kei Myers, Japanese
Loren Myrow, General Studies: Social Science
Emi Nakamura, Psychology; Sociology
Samantha Laura Newell, Psychology
Thien Chi Nguyen, Accounting H
Melanie K. Ogawa, General Studies: Social Science
Jonathan S. Olguin, Music Technology HH
Riley Shannon Petry, Philosophy
Maria J. Posada, English
Montthon Promchao, Anthropology HH
Karen Ann Orbello Quero, Humanities
Amanda Irene Rael, Communication Studies
Elisa Monique Zo Rerolle, English HH
Estelle Angelii Rios, Physical Education H
Annette Rodriguez, Spanish
Carmen Rodriguez, General Studies: Social Science
Raquel E. Rodriguez, General Studies: Social Science
Pamela Jo Sample, Communication Studies
Casey Allison Schaefer, Anthropology; General Studies: Social Science HH
Charles B. Schaff, Jr., Spanish HH+
Shauna Marie Schultz, General Studies: Social Science
Sushant Sethi, Music Technology H
Tatiana Harumi Siba, Business Administration HH
Jasmine Sosa, Communication Studies
Roberto Jose Stiglich Jimenez, History HH+
Roanne Yeh Su, Music Technology HH
Brendan Leonard Swing, Communication Studies HH+
Hanh T. Tran, Child Development
Kayla Tran, Business Administration H
Aichatou Traore, Spanish H
Brandon Tse, Japanese
Richard Tu, Accounting HH
Max William Tumpson, Business Administration
Elizabeth Naomi Turchinsky, General Studies: Social Science HH
Matthew David Tyler, Accounting H
Michelle Catherine Walinsky, General Studies: Social Science HH
Abigail B. Warner, General Studies: Social Science H
Andrew Link Wilson, General Studies: Social Science H
Harriet Wong, Art-Studio Emphasis
Theodore Carreon Woodward, Music: General HH
Tong Xiao, Art
Chae Ryong Yu, Accounting HH
Bowen Zheng, Music HH

Honors status is based on the latest information from winter quarter and may be affected by spring quarter GPA.
ASSOCIATE IN ARTS–TRANSFER DEGREE

SUMMER 2018

Faisal Al-Haribi, Psychology for Transfer
Fatima P. Barajas Gutierrez, Psychology for Transfer
Jesse J. Bonilla, Psychology for Transfer H
Jessica Dinh, Psychology for Transfer
Gabriella A. Firpo, Psychology for Transfer
Minhao Han, Economics for Transfer HH
Rozlyn MacDermott, Anthropology for Transfer HH
Patricia Martin, Political Science for Transfer
Liseph A. Millano, Communication Studies for Transfer
Andre R. Nuestro, Communication Studies for Transfer
Mariana Rodriguez, Psychology for Transfer
Sofia Romero, Psychology for Transfer
Igor Shvets, Psychology for Transfer
Pauline Angelique Slakey, Studio Arts for Transfer HH
Pamela Smith, Communication Studies for Transfer HH
Jessica H. Suh, Political Science for Transfer HH
Cesar Torres, Kinesiology for Transfer
Paul Anthony Warren, Psychology for Transfer

FALL 2018

Joseph Edward Brandt, Psychology for Transfer
Azusena Yamilet Calderon, Psychology for Transfer
Julian L. Cava, Psychology for Transfer H
Meghan Chakkapark, Psychology for Transfer
Tina Chang, Psychology for Transfer
Brian Joshua Cheuk, Psychology for Transfer
Garrett Andrew Conover, Economics for Transfer
Jacquelyne Nadine Correa, Kinesiology for Transfer HH
Kali Elizabeth Correa, Sociology for Transfer
Selda Durak, Psychology for Transfer
Lauren Analyse Fernandes, Communication Studies for Transfer H
Matthew Walter Ferr, Anthropology for Transfer H
Chad Lee Frontino, Psychology for Transfer H
Tia Geri, Political Science for Transfer HH
Bryn Caitlin Ingle, Psychology for Transfer HH
Maria Gwyneth Jocelyn, Economics for Transfer HH
Christopher Junesu Kim, Studio Arts for Transfer H
Julie Susan Lazo, Sociology for Transfer
Brittney Natasha Lundquist, Anthropology for Transfer H
Zhuoer Luo, Economics for Transfer HH
Joan Rachel M. Magcalas, Psychology for Transfer
Lee Mauga, Communication Studies for Transfer
Emiliano Medina, Business Administration for Transfer H
Andrew J. Mintz, Political Science for Transfer H
Thu Thao Nguyen, Psychology for Transfer
Harmanjit Nijjer, Sociology for Transfer
Jennifer Orellana, English for Transfer HH

Constance Carmen Ramirez, Anthropology for Transfer HH
Nicole Rene Rodriguez, Communication Studies for Transfer H
Jaime A. Ross, Sociology for Transfer
Rukaiyah Simon, Psychology for Transfer
Kyler De Leon Tanciango, Communication Studies for Transfer H
Bianca Taruna, Economics for Transfer H
Hriday Bharat Thakkar, Economics for Transfer HH
Marco A. Trujillo, Political Science for Transfer
Kinley Wangchuk Wangdi, Sociology for Transfer
Sam William Wong, Anthropology for Transfer

WINTER 2019

Amani Ayman Abukhater, English for Transfer
Crystal Ali Alvarado, Psychology for Transfer; Sociology for Transfer
Sean Michael Baker, Sociology for Transfer H
Javante M. Betts, Sociology for Transfer
Justine Julia Cacdac, Psychology for Transfer; Sociology for Transfer
Julia Pierson Clement, Psychology for Transfer H
Eva K. Concepcion, Communication Studies for Transfer HH
Meredith Irene Cripe, Child and Adolescent Development for Transfer HH
Emma Marie Danford, Psychology for Transfer H
Dylan Dann, Communication Studies for Transfer HH
Austin Sean De Lozada, Psychology for Transfer HH
Serenity Elias-Vasquez, Psychology for Transfer
Kaled Aide Escobedo Vega, Communication Studies for Transfer
Peter Fukuhara, Sociology for Transfer H
Chris Yu Gaorlan, Communication Studies for Transfer
Alexander Gomez, Economics for Transfer H
Monica Lee Goulette, Psychology for Transfer HH+
Maria Guadalupe Reyes Herrera, Communication Studies for Transfer HH
Royalle R. Hurney, Sociology for Transfer HH
Henry Ing, Kinesiology for Transfer
Leika Julia Keys, Political Science for Transfer HH
Krysta Ann Korpontinos, Sociology for Transfer H
Chetna Kumar, Economics for Transfer
Kathryn Lastra, Kinesiology for Transfer HH
Jazmin Rene Latimore, Communication Studies for Transfer HH
Juliana Lucas, Psychology for Transfer HH
Sydney Luong, Psychology for Transfer HH
Miguel Maciel Carbajal, Anthropology for Transfer
Jon Michael Malit, Psychology for Transfer
Ranjit Mann, Psychology for Transfer
Ethan Andrew McGriff, Communication Studies for Transfer
Andrew Anthony McReynolds, Psychology for Transfer
Melody Meo, Theater Arts for Transfer HH
Yuhan Min, Economics for Transfer HH
Lais Moreira Franchini, Economics for Transfer
Jenny N Nguyen, Psychology for Transfer
Nino Athena Nijmeh, Kinesiology for Transfer HH
Joseph Robert O’Driscoll, Economics for Transfer
Melanie Dennise Olmos-Morris, Psychology for Transfer HH
Brenna Annmarie Murphy, English for Transfer
Ndeya Camille Rages, Psychology for Transfer
Dean Retter, Anthropology for Transfer HH
Carmen Rodriguez, Psychology for Transfer
Jennifer M Rodriguez-Garcia, Psychology for Transfer H
Erica Marie Roman, Sociology for Transfer
Patrick Leclerc Ross, Communication Studies for Transfer
Bianca J. Ruiz, Psychology for Transfer
Ezequiel Ruiz Moreno, Communication Studies for Transfer
Carina Renee San Miguel, Communication Studies for Transfer HH
Sara Anne Severietti, Psychology for Transfer HH
Ngima Ongchhu Sherpa, Communication Studies for Transfer
Ajaydeep Singh, Psychology for Transfer H
Eva Beverly Stoneburner, Communication Studies for Transfer HH
Elvina Sutislio, Economics for Transfer HH
Zhi Xin Tan, Economics for Transfer H
Reina Tomiko Tengan, Psychology for Transfer HH
Jared Michael Tondino, Kinesiology for Transfer
Emilianis Paola Torres Rojas, Theatre Arts HH
David Turner, Communication Studies for Transfer
Abigail Vargas, Psychology for Transfer
Alejandra Velazquez Vargas, Psychology for Transfer; Sociology for Transfer
Ilana Corinne Winawer, Psychology for Transfer HH
Harriet S. Wong, Studio Arts for Transfer
Donghang Wu, Economics for Transfer H
Yu-Hung You, Kinesiology for Transfer
Hannah Yu, Psychology for Transfer HH
Daniel Zaragoza Salas, Psychology for Transfer

Emily M. Andreas, Psychology for Transfer
Trizha Loren Villaceno Aquino, History for Transfer HH
Carolina Lyzette Arteaga, Political Science for Transfer H
Zulpukar Artynbaev, Political Science for Transfer
Eliana Atanos, Psychology for Transfer
Tho My Au, Psychology for Transfer HH
Cristian Avila Hernandez, Kinesiology for Transfer
Ludy Azabache Diaz, Psychology for Transfer H
Brenda Graciela Barragan, Psychology for Transfer
Emma Alyssa Betancourt, Communication Studies for Transfer
Tekendra Bahadur Bista, Communication Studies for Transfer
Jennifer Elizabeth Blum, Psychology for Transfer HH
Matthew Francis Bodo, Communication Studies for Transfer; Psychology for Transfer HH
Tiana M. Bolin, Philosophy for Transfer HH
Elina Bortok, Psychology for Transfer HH
Ainul Mardhiah Brinck, Child & Adolescent Development for Transfer
Gina R. Brito, Kinesiology for Transfer
Benjamin James Buchignani, Psychology for Transfer H
Taya Ashawny Buffn, Child & Adolescent Development for Transfer
Tiffany Bui, Psychology for Transfer
Dominick Edward Burgato II, Anthropology for Transfer H
Aprille Rose Cabusas Cabilan, Communication Studies for Transfer, Psychology for Transfer
Ilanna Cardoso Caetano, Psychology for Transfer
Oscar Ivan Caldera, Psychology for Transfer
Jonette M. Candelario, Psychology for Transfer
Brianna J. Carmona, Psychology for Transfer H
Karla Joanna Carrizales, Sociology for Transfer H
John Manuel Castillo, Theatre Arts for Transfer H
Alexis Renee Ceja, Psychology for Transfer HH
Janet Ceron, Communication Studies for Transfer
Celisia Jaylene Cerrillo, Communication Studies for Transfer; Psychology for Transfer HH
Luci Caroline Cerrillo, History for Transfer HH
Jennifer Cindy Cervantes, English for Transfer; Psychology for Transfer H
Raven Ciara Cervantes, Psychology for Transfer
Aisha Chabane, Sociology for Transfer HH
Zakariya Van Champa, Kinesiology for Transfer HH
Ken Chang, Communication Studies for Transfer
Jasmine Syan Charles, Psychology for Transfer
Heyab Desalegn Chocol, Sociology for Transfer
Safa Ayatullah Choudhury, Psychology for Transfer H
Larry Chu, Economics for Transfer
Haleigh F. Creamer, Psychology for Transfer
Emily Margaret Crist, Communication Studies for Transfer HH
Pamela Uy Cruz, Economics for Transfer HH
Nathan Robert Daley, Psychology for Transfer H
Helen Dao, Psychology for Transfer H
Kathryn Day harsh, Kinesiology for Transfer HH
Charissa-Mae Dela Cruz, Psychology for Transfer

SPRING 2019

Chris Obinna Agbanusi, Communication Studies for Transfer
Nico J. Aguilar, Anthropology for Transfer
Yasmeen M. Ahlan, Psychology for Transfer
Marco Antonio Alvarez, Anthropology for Transfer H
Brooke Christina Alviar, Economics for Transfer HH
Anderson, Psychology for Transfer HH

Honors status is based on the latest information from winter quarter and may be affected by spring quarter GPA.
Richard M. Delgado, Kinesiology for Transfer
Denise C. De Los Reyes, Communication Studies for Transfer
Shirley Do, Economics for Transfer H
Zhanao Du, Economics for Transfer
Saman Einahmadi, Kinesiology for Transfer
Justin Kelly Ellmann, Sociology for Transfer
Shalana Rose Erlich, Communication Studies for Transfer HH
Kaled Aide Escobedo Vega, Sociology for Transfer
Genevieve Escobedo, Communication Studies for Transfer
Logelio Soria Estrada Jr., Psychology for Transfer HH
Jeffrey Michael Fairfield, Political Science for Transfer
Jorge Luis Felix, Sociology for Transfer
Andrew Robert Fellowes, Psychology for Transfer HH
Chandler Stewart Fliege, Anthropology for Transfer HH
Rebecca Natalia Flores, Sociology for Transfer H
Gwyneth Donielle Forrester, Theatre Arts for Transfer H
Kayla Janessa Gandeza, Psychology for Transfer H
Laura Garcia, Anthropology for Transfer HH
Georgina Charlotte Marie Gill, Anthropology for Transfer HH
Andrea Courtney Goepel, Psychology for Transfer
Palmira C. Gomes, Psychology for Transfer
Tyler James Gonzales, History for Transfer
Carl A. Ledersteger Goodfriend, Anthropology for Transfer HH
Martina Goulart, Studio Arts for Transfer HH
Jamie Lorraine Guzman, Anthropology for Transfer H
Dolores Hacker, Communication Studies for Transfer HH
Dino Hadzismanovic, Economics for Transfer
Yvonne Mercedette Hamel, Sociology for Transfer HH
Sarah Hamidi, Communication Studies for Transfer HH
Minami Hanada, Anthropology for Transfer; Sociology for Transfer H
Yui Nai’alani Hartman, Psychology for Transfer HH
Mariah Heimsoth, Psychology for Transfer HH
Alex Heng, Psychology for Transfer
Camille Akane Henry, English for Transfer
Jose Antonio Hernandez, Kinesiology for Transfer H
Romeo Ivan Herrera, Political Science for Transfer
Deborah Odeth Hidalgo, Political Science for Transfer H
Rebecca Sarai Hidalgo, Psychology for Transfer
Joseph Charles Hidde, Anthropology for Transfer H
Alexis Breeanna Hill, Psychology for Transfer HH
Jessa C. Hipolito, Communication Studies for Transfer HH
Matthew Stephen Hitchcock, Anthropology for Transfer
Thu N. Ho, Economics for Transfer
Deborah Sue Ann Hoo, Psychology for Transfer
Julia Lauren Horowitz, Sociology for Transfer
Juyin Hsueh, Communication Studies for Transfer HH
Xinge Hu, Communication Studies for Transfer HH
Xinyu Hu, Spanish for Transfer HH
Royalle R. Hurney, Social Justice Studies Transfer; Psychology for Transfer HH
Tristan Francis Husaini, Economics for Transfer H
Erik Ronan Hylkema, Anthropology for Transfer
Fatima Sohail Irshad, History for Transfer
Albert Karsten Iskandar, Economics for Transfer HH
Austine Samantha Iskandar, Economics for Transfer HH
Shawn Valerian Januar, Anthropology for Transfer H
Kaitlin Jensen, Sociology for Transfer H
Autumn Kayla Jones, Anthropology for Transfer
Jaesuk Jung, Psychology for Transfer HH
Ariel Kass, Psychology for Transfer HH
Arielle Sidney Kenny D., Theatre Arts for Transfer HH
Morgan Rene Lambert, Kinesiology for Transfer
Jacqueline Marie Lampo, Sociology for Transfer
Dominick Vincenzo Lanni, History for Transfer HH
Mark Ignazio Lassen, English for Transfer HH
Manon Georgette Laurent, Communication Studies for Transfer HH
Trevor William Law, Philosophy for Transfer
Samantha Page Le Beau, Communication Studies for Transfer
Carl A. Ledersteger Goodfriend, Anthropology for Transfer HH
Cherrie M. Lee, Communication Studies for Transfer
Hae In Lee, Psychology for Transfer
Seunghyeon Lee, Psychology for Transfer
Tiana Lee, Economics for Transfer H
Zachariah Robert Lenton, Theatre Arts for Transfer HH
Oren Lev, Political Science for Transfer HH
Sihui Li, Economics for Transfer HH
Yang Li, English for Transfer
Jeongsu Lim, Economics for Transfer; Political Science for Transfer HH
Tze Sean Lim, Economics for Transfer HH
Yuan Yuan Liu, Psychology for Transfer HH
Aurora Jocelyn Lopez, Political Science for Transfer HH
Paulino Lopez, History for Transfer
Susana Lopez, Sociology for Transfer
Lawrence Luke, Philosophy for Transfer
Jian Xiong Michael Luo, Psychology for Transfer; Sociology for Transfer HH
Joseph Luo, Economics for Transfer
Kim Vu Thien Luong, Sociology for Transfer
Samuel Michael Lysaght, Psychology for Transfer H
Kassandra Julissa Madrid, Psychology for Transfer
Brendan Magee, Kinesiology for Transfer
Eman Mohi Eldey Magzouf, Psychology for Transfer HH
Jessenia Alexandria Maldonado, Psychology for Transfer H
Martin Manasherob, Communication Studies for Transfer; Economics for Transfer HH
Jessica Marie Marron, Psychology for Transfer
Abel Pilar Martinez, Psychology for Transfer
Cindy Esperanza Matute, Sociology for Transfer
Talia Del Carmen Mazorra Murga, English for Transfer
Rachel McGrath, Psychology for Transfer
Sean McMillan, Sociology for Transfer HH
Jacques Patrick McNally, Economics for Transfer HH
Adriana Rosibel Medel, Sociology for Transfer
Katrina Valor Mehrotra, Philosophy for Transfer H

Honors | High Honors | Highest Honors
Honors status is based on the latest information from winter quarter and may be affected by spring quarter GPA.
Jimmy Q. Tran, Philosophy for Transfer HH
Vera Vy Tran, Psychology for Transfer HH
Aïchatou Traore, Communication Studies for Transfer; Spanish for Transfer H
Brianna Merie Turcanu, Psychology for Transfer HH
Elizabeth Naomi Turchinsky, Anthropology for Transfer; Political Science for Transfer HH
Schelitha Shantel Tyler, Psychology for Transfer; Sociology for Transfer
Haruka Ueda, Psychology for Transfer HH
Santos Ernesto Valle, Communication Studies for Transfer
Karla Jailyne Velasco Mejía, Psychology for Transfer HH
Jasper Vera, Anthropology for Transfer
Jessica Amber Vien, Kinesiology for Transfer
Samantha L. Villanueva, Psychology for Transfer
Gregory W. Walton II, Sociology for Transfer HH
Zhenghan Wang, Economics for Transfer HH
Zhenqi Wang, Economics for Transfer H
Abigail B. Warner, Psychology for Transfer H
Joseph Alexander Weldon, Communication Studies for Transfer H
Erin Elisabeth Wells, Psychology for Transfer
Joey Earl Williams, Communication Studies for Transfer
Chun Kit Wong, Psychology for Transfer HH
Shanwei Xu, Economics for Transfer
Yuefeng Xue, Economics for Transfer HH
April Yanez, Theatre Arts for Transfer
Christopher Yang, Communication Studies for Transfer
Jiling Yao, Psychology for Transfer HH
Sik Hei Yeung, Psychology for Transfer
Syreeta Treasa Young, Anthropology for Transfer
Lixuan Zhai, Art History for Transfer HH
Mary Zhen, Communication Studies for Transfer
Junfeng Zhong, Economics for Transfer HH+
Yuhan Zhou, Economics for Transfer HH
Chenhao Zhu, Economics for Transfer
ASSOCIATE IN SCIENCE DEGREE

SUMMER 2018

Ronak Agarwal, Mathematics; Computer Science HH
Robert K. Ajitomi, Sports Medicine HH
Darcio Silva De Paula, General Studies: Science
Navrose Dhaliwal, Biological Sciences H
Daniel W. Diangson, Paramedic HH
Rebecca Gonzales, Radiologic Technology
Camila Guevara, Radiologic Technology
Howard Hans Gunawan, Biological Sciences HH
Yuehui Knoll, Dental Assisting
Xuean Liu, Computer Science HH+
Keumduk Park, Dental Assisting HH
Andrew Mark Playsted, Computer Science HH+
Dion A.E. Silverman, Biological Sciences
Ksenia Vanatskaya, Computer Science HH
Grant Michael Weyers, Biological Sciences H
Joseph Wu, Paramedic HH
Junliu Zhang, Computer Science HH

FALL 2018

Saam L.S. Aiken, Paramedic
Meri-Beth Bird, Environmental Horticulture HH
Catherine A. Crisafulli, Paramedic H
Robin-Lee Nery David, General Studies: Science
Hanzhuo Gong, Computer Science HH
Semra Guler, Computer Science H
Greesan Gurumurthy, Engineering
Myat Pyae Hein, Mathematics H
Daniel Higginson, Enterprise Networking
Hee-Seung Hong, Biological Sciences H
Adina Kulumkanova, Computer Science H
Hsin-Jung Lee, Computer Science HH
Kunsang Lhamo, General Studies: Science
Simon Ling, Paramedic H
Casey Tzui Kwang Long, Computer Science HH+
Mohamed Ashik Mohamed Zubair, Enterprise Networking H
Tendai K. Myambo, General Studies: Social Science
Zachary Rooney, Computer Science HH
Marisa Sambuceto, General Studies: Science
Mikaela MacalIntal Tayag, Pharmacy Technology HH
Mitra Suzanne Vijeh, Paramedic HH
Richard T. Wilson, Paramedic
Bryan Edward Winter, Paramedic
Min Wu, Pharmacy Technology HH+
Liwen Zhang, Computer Science HH

WINTER 2019

Vera Milagro Arias Bolanos, Computer Science H
Amanda Elizabeth Barili, Diagnostic Medical Sonography H
Maria Blake, Environmental Horticulture HH
Margaret May Brainerd, Diagnostic Medical Sonography HH+
Madelyn Jesse Brewer, Diagnostic Medical Sonography HH
Laura Jeanne Calson Taylor, Diagnostic Medical Sonography H
Shelby Michelle Collins, Diagnostic Medical Sonography HH+
Abigail Tai Eklund, Biological Sciences HH
Morgan Lynn Garcia, Dental Assisting
Jeanine Goebner, Geography
Howard Hans Gunawan, General Studies: Science HH
Kimberly Ann Keesee, Diagnostic Medical Sonography HH
Yuliya M. Khramtsova, Diagnostic Medical Sonography H
Diana Lynn Lammer, Diagnostic Medical Sonography HH
Huy Le Phong, Mathematics H
Stephanie Marie Lorenzo, General Studies: Science
Ryan Caleb Maas, Paramedic HH
Denise A. Madrigal-Martinez, Dental Assisting
Carlos A. Manriquez, Paramedic
Whitney Sharice Nicole Mcdonald Crayton, General Studies: Science H
Ryan Zachary Mock, Paramedic
Rachel Christine Newell, Diagnostic Medical Sonography HH
Morgan B. G. Oropeza, Diagnostic Medical Sonography HH+
Quang Nhat Phan, Mathematics; Chemistry HH
Desiree Nicole Robledo, Diagnostic Medical Sonography HH
Amal Sanhaji, Computer Science
Alexandra Paul Schafer, Diagnostic Medical Sonography HH+
Melissa Marie Tom, Diagnostic Medical Sonography HH
Elena Destiny Trujillo Varela, General Studies: Science H
Anastasiya S. Volkova, General Studies: Science HH
Victoria J. Warner, Diagnostic Medical Sonography H
John R. Williams, General Electrician H
Vicky Wu, Diagnostic Medical Sonography H
Jennifer Joann Yoldi, Diagnostic Medical Sonography HH

SPRING 2019

Jessie Liu Aiello, Veterinary Technology HH
Eguolo Akhigbe-Egberuare, Pharmacy Technology HH+
Justine Alaoen, Respiratory Therapy H

Honors status is based on the latest information from winter quarter and may be affected by spring quarter GPA.
Tyler John Anderson, Paramedic
Erica Allison Arenas, Respiratory Therapy
Wilmer Waldemar Arreaga Ramirez, Pharmacy Technology
Jasmine Kaur Bagha, Veterinary Technology
Arash Bahramiandehkordi, Mathematics
Taylor Ashley Baker, Veterinary Technology
Stephanie Lynn Behan, Veterinary Technology
Balaram Das Behera, Computer Science; Mathematics
Karen Loraine Bishop, Respiratory Therapy
Mariah Leeanne Blackmore, Paramedic
Arianna Elizabeth Blankenship, General Studies: Science
John Francis Boreczky, Computer Science; Mathematics; Physics
Rachel Ann Bulette, General Studies: Social Science
Jesus Catarino, Respiratory Therapy
Everett Chang, Paramedic
Melissa Chau, Pharmacy Technology
Melissa Ann Coker, Graphic & Interactive Design
Adam P. Cole, General Electrician
Andy Earnest Coleman, Environmental Horticulture
Nicholas Jordan Conforti, Paramedic
Merryline Tupinio Corpuz, Radiologic Technology
Michael Edmond Corry, Paramedic
Cecilia Cruz, Veterinary Technology
Carlee Sue Curtis, Veterinary Technology
AnhDao Thi Danh, Respiratory Therapy
Nicole David, Veterinary Technology
Austin Sean De Lozada, Paramedic
Yesenia Del Rio, Dental Assisting
Shiree Mae Serra Dela Cruz, Radiologic Technology
Nathaniel Dennis-Benford, Paramedic
Hailey Raeann Dickson, General Studies: Science
Xuan Ding, Computer Science
Jimmy Lam Dinh, Respiratory Therapy
Nhi Ky Doan, Dental Assisting
Frank Wallace Dowd, Geography
Christina Egami, Chemistry
Samuel Slade Fayard, General Studies: Science
Danielle Briena Fernandes, Veterinary Technology
Kayla Marcella Fernandez, Respiratory Therapy
Rebeca Natalia Flores, General Studies: Social Science
Zoe Madelayne Frankel, Veterinary Technology
Tsz Chung Fung, Geographic Information Systems
Grace Gao, Computer Science; Mathematics
Amy Lily Garduno, Veterinary Technology
Shayna Noel Gaulden, Mathematics
Mariah Michelle Grahramani, Pharmacy Technology
Casey Kimiye Glassford, General Studies: Science
Shelley Paulette Goldsger, Pharmacy Technology
Lucas Paul Hagberg, Paramedic
Theodore Michael Hartleb, Graphic & Interactive Design
Haleh Hashemian, Respiratory Therapy
Brooke Amber Hatfield, Anthropology
Joanne R. Heredia, Radiologic Technology
Mildred Hernandez, Veterinary Technology
James Franklin Hoover, Paramedic
Chad Daniel Horst, Paramedic
Qiuchi Hu, Biological Sciences
Coen Anthony Hutton, Music Technology
Minh Nguyen Khai Huynh, Pharmacy Technology
Mustafa Safaa Ihsan, Engineering
Lisa Jacuzzi, Veterinary Technology
Jo’Manika James, Respiratory Therapy
Jessica Anlynn Johnson, Veterinary Technology
Mina Rakesh Kapadia, Biological Sciences
Harpreet Kaur, Dental Assisting
Phillip Andrew Keith, Computer Science
Stacey Renee Kenner, Veterinary Technology
Julie Megan Khodayari, Respiratory Therapy
Linnea Kirk, Veterinary Technology
Bethany Ann Knight, Biological Sciences
Jonah Zvi Kornbluh, Paramedic
Kazuki Koshimizu, Mathematics
Flora Paon-Yat Kwan, Veterinary Technology
Linh Le Lac, Pharmacy Technology
John Dominic Tabora Lagpacan, Respiratory Therapy
Monika K. Lal, Radiologic Technology
Hannah Margaret Laporte, General Studies: Social Science
Katie M. Le, Pharmacy Technology
Theresa Thuy Nhien Le, Pharmacy Technology
Gwendolyn Lee, Veterinary Technology
Jessica H. Lee, Pharmacy Technology
Pak Wing Leung, Biological Sciences; Chemistry; Physics
Siwei Liang, Biological Sciences; Chemistry
Shuqi Lin, Dental Assisting
Rubi Lissalde, Dental Assisting
Jasmine Lopez Torres, Veterinary Technology
Manolito Manansala, General Studies: Science
Danielle Elicia Martinez, Radiologic Technology
Marissa Mary Martinez, Pharmacy Technology
Yesenia Martinez-Duque, Respiratory Therapy
Blanca E. Mejia, Pharmacy Technology
Monica Marie Meschke, Dental Assisting
Melinda Rachelle Metzger, Radiologic Technology
Sara Abidi Mirza, Pharmacy Technology
Eduardo Montoya-Perea, Paramedic
Hayeon Moon, Computer Science; Mathematics
Subhajeet Mukherjee, Computer Science
Sandra Jean Nakamura, Respiratory Therapy
Deidra M. Nash, Radiologic Technology
Cheryl Aquino Nebre, Pharmacy Technology
Anh Dang Nguyen, Pharmacy Technology
April Thanh Nguyen, Dental Assisting
Danny Nguyen, General Studies: Science
Eric Ton Nguyen, Engineering; Physics
Kathy Mai Nguyen, Dental Assisting
Kristi T. Mai Nguyen, Radiologic Technology
Kristy Lai Nguyen, Radiologic Technology
Luan T. Nguyen, Dental Assisting
Honors status is based on the latest information from winter quarter and may be affected by spring quarter GPA.
ASSOCIATE IN SCIENCE–TRANSFER DEGREE

SUMMER 2018

Ronak Agarwal, Mathematics for Transfer; Computer Science for Transfer HH
Navrose Dhalliwal, Biology for Transfer H
Winnie Hung, Public Health Science for Transfer
Unchitta Kanjanasaratool, Computer Science For Transfer HH
Jean Jiwon Lee, Computer Science for Transfer HH
Elizabeth Nguyen, Business Administration for Transfer H
Pauline Nguyen, Public Health Science for Transfer
Elia J. Riou, Business Administration for Transfer HH
Brittany Anne Stevenson, Business Administration for Transfer
Vanessa Bianca Theil, Business Administration for Transfer HH
Thanh D. Tran, Business Administration for Transfer
Jordan Michael Vesci, Business Administration for Transfer
Kosneath Vuth, Business Administration for Transfer

Woranch Ngamdee, Business Administration for Transfer HH
Valerie Thuy-Van Nguyen, Business Administration for Transfer
Baldemar A. Revuelta Contreras, Business Administration for Transfer
Tiffany Reyes, Early Childhood Education for Transfer HH
Erica Karina Sandoval, Early Childhood Education for Transfer
Rosemary Saravia, Business Administration for Transfer
Alessandra Shepsen, Business Administration for Transfer HH
Eric Scott Tom, Business Administration for Transfer HH
Thu Trang T. Tran, Public Health Science for Transfer
Elena Destiny Trujillo Varela, Public Health Science for Transfer H
Antoine Vo, Computer Science for Transfer H
Zifeng Zhao, Business Administration for Transfer

FALL 2018

Vicente Borceguin, Business Administration for Transfer
Tiffany Joyce E. Chico, Public Health Science for Transfer HH
Briadi Lynn Deck, Business Administration for Transfer H
Ajaibir Singh Deol, Mathematics for Transfer HH+
Mark Charles Falcone II, Computer Science for Transfer HH
Danielle Allison Garcia, Business Administration for Transfer
Ashnee Gounden, Public Health Science for Transfer HH+
Michele Marie Hinds, Public Health Science for Transfer HH
Isaiah Ingram, Business Administration for Transfer HH
Maria Gwyneth Jocelyn, Mathematics for Transfer HH
Unchitta Kanjanasaratool, Mathematics for Transfer HH
Kathryn Lastra, Public Health Science for Transfer HH
Jui Shan Liao, Business Administration for Transfer
Makie Maekawa, Computer Science for Transfer HH
Karina Maldonado, Early Childhood Education for Transfer HH
Emiliano Medina, Economics for Transfer H
Robelio Medina-Vasquez, Public Health Science for Transfer
Stephanie Merlo, Early Childhood Education for Transfer

Parth Hemantkumar Barbhaiya, Business Administration for Transfer
Idaly Jasmine Barrios-Perez, Business Administration for Transfer
Allan John Brooks, Business Administration for Transfer
Carla Daniela Cardenas, Business Administration for Transfer
Irasil Delgado, Public Health Science for Transfer HH
Abigail Tai Eklund, Biology for Transfer HH
Edna Enriquez, Business Administration for Transfer
Emily Midori Furuichi, Computer Science for Transfer HH
Lisha He, Mathematics for Transfer HH
Ayane Kanazawa, Mathematics for Transfer HH
Omer Katz, Computer Science for Transfer HH+
Kazuki Koshimizu, Mathematics for Transfer HH
Indya Jade Laub, Early Childhood Education for Transfer HH
Huy Le Phong, Mathematics for Transfer H
Ramon Teoxon Mella, Business Administration for Transfer
Valentin Mestman, Business Administration for Transfer H
Lin Miao, Mathematics for Transfer H
Allison T. Nguyen, Business Administration for Transfer
Joseph Hung Minh Nguyen, Business Administration for Transfer

WINTER 2019

H Honors   |   HH High Honors   |   HH+ Highest Honors
Joseph Robert O’Driscoll, Business Administration for Transfer
Patrick Ogaz, Business Administration for Transfer
Quang Nhat Phan, Computer Science for Transfer
Anvitha Pillati, Business Administration for Transfer
Sachleen K. Purewal, Business Administration for Transfer
Maria Angelica Farcon Reyes, Business Administration for Transfer
Jorge Alberto Romero, Business Administration for Transfer
Elizabeth Jiranun Schoenholtz, Business Administration for Transfer
Shamsuddin Shamsuddin, Business Administration for Transfer
Paulo Alberto Sousa, Computer Science for Transfer
Michael Sun, Business Administration for Transfer
Akylai Talantbek Kyzy, Business Administration for Transfer
Zhi Xin Tan, Business Administration for Transfer; Mathematics for Transfer
Sergio Osvaldo Vazquez, Public Health Science for Transfer
Jessmin Emmalyn Villanueva, Public Health Science for Transfer
Donghang Wu, Business Administration for Transfer

Richard James Cincotta, Business Administration for Transfer
April Anais Colbert, Public Health Science for Transfer
Jessica Crum, Public Health Science for Transfer
Pamela Uy Cruz, Business Administration for Transfer
Nathan Robert Daley, Mathematics for Transfer
Ann Khanh Dam, Public Health Science for Transfer
Thu Anh Dang, Biology for Transfer
Diana De Jesus, Business Administration for Transfer
Caner Demir, Computer Science for Transfer; Mathematics for Transfer
Jessica Marie Demkowski, Public Health Science for Transfer
Xuan Ding, Computer Science for Transfer
Kathelina Ly Doan, Business Administration for Transfer
Liudmila Dubiaha, Business Administration for Transfer
Jessica Hope Dunford, Mathematics for Transfer
Vanessa M. Ebbing, Biology for Transfer
Christina Egami, Mathematics for Transfer
Henry Fan, Computer Science for Transfer
Joshua Fan, Computer Science for Transfer
Qingyi Fang, Mathematics for Transfer
Anthony Feenan, Business Administration for Transfer
Wei Fu, Mathematics for Transfer
Grace Gao, Mathematics for Transfer
Nicole Marie Garza, Biology for Transfer
Shayna Noel Gaulden, Mathematics for Transfer
Megan Diane Gempis, Public Health Science for Transfer
Alexis K. Gharib, Business Administration for Transfer
Vincent T. Giang, Business Administration for Transfer
Bryan David Giron-Velazquez, Business Administration for Transfer
Soﬁa Arantxa Gisbert, Business Administration for Transfer
Ariana Gonzalez, Business Administration for Transfer
Breanna Rae Gonzalez, Public Health Science for Transfer
Rebekah M. Granlund, Early Childhood Education for Transfer
Andrew Gregorio, Business Administration for Transfer
Howard Hans Gunawan, Biology for Transfer
Brenda Janet Gurrola, Public Health Science for Transfer
Elvis Guzman Morales, Early Childhood Education for Transfer
Karlie T. Haaland, Mathematics for Transfer
Yuqing He, Mathematics for Transfer
Mathias Dan Hesemans, Business Administration for Transfer
Janice T. Ho, Computer Science for Transfer
Taylor Thuy Tram Ho, Public Health Science for Transfer
Thu N. Ho, Business Administration for Transfer
Nazgol Hoveyda, Public Health Science for Transfer
Chenbin Hu, Business Administration for Transfer
Rumei Huang, Early Childhood Education for Transfer
Tristan Francis Husaini, Business Administration for Transfer

SPRING 2019

Mazen Mohamed Alsayani, Mathematics for Transfer
Brooke Christina Alviar, Mathematics for Transfer
Cameron Joseph Ashmead, Business Administration for Transfer
Arash Bahramianadkordi, Computer Science for Transfer, Mathematics for Transfer
Cesar A. Baltdano, Film, TV & Electronic Media for Transfer
Balaram Das Behera, Computer Science for Transfer; Mathematics for Transfer
John Francis Boreczky, Computer Science for Transfer; Mathematics for Transfer; Physics for Transfer
Ronnie Antoine Bridgett, Business Admin for Transfer
Grace Nathania Widyaw Budihardja, Mathematics for Transfer
Melissa Bui, Public Health Science for Transfer
Roel Burstin, Computer Science for Transfer; Mathematics for Transfer
Gretter Cabrera, Business Administration for Transfer
Calvin Canchola, Business Administration for Transfer
Jingting Chen, Mathematics for Transfer; Physics for Transfer
Teresa Chen, Business Administration for Transfer
Zhuowen Cheng, Mathematics for Transfer
Crystal Cifuentes, Early Childhood Education for Transfer

Honors status is based on the latest information from winter quarter and may be affected by spring quarter GPA.
Nini Cristhel Celiz Huynh, Business Administration for Transfer
Kimberly Ibanez-Reyes, Public Health Science for Transfer
Albert Karsten Iskandar, Business Administration for Transfer HH
Austine Samantha Iskandar, Business Administration for Transfer HH
Evelyn Jimenez, Business Administration for Transfer H
Zitao Jin, Mathematics for Transfer HH
Ellen Joy Juco, Business Administration for Transfer
Milumbe D. Kabanje, Business Administration for Transfer
Netanya Naren Kachare, Business Administration for Transfer
Kalina Kuncheva Kuneva, Mathematics for Transfer HH
Tung San Lai, Computer Science for Transfer; Mathematics for Transfer H
Nicholas Lam, Business Administration for Transfer
Phong H. Le, Physics for Transfer H
Heeseung Lee, Mathematics for Transfer
Phillip Lee, Business Administration for Transfer
Tiana Lee, Business Administration for Transfer H
Malcolm Lennie, Business Administration for Transfer
Pak Wing Leung, Mathematics for Transfer HH
Ekaterina Li, Mathematics for Transfer HH
Qianli Li, Computer Science for Transfer HH
Shiwei Li, Mathematics for Transfer HH
Xiangyu Li, Computer Science for Transfer HH
Siwei Liang, Biology for Transfer HH
Yuanjian Liang, Mathematics for Transfer HH
Andrew Scott Lim, Mathematics for Transfer HH
Tze Sean Lim, Mathematics for Transfer HH
Yeongjun Lim, Mathematics for Transfer
Wan Yi Lo, Business Administration for Transfer HH
Yik Shen Low, Business Administration for Transfer HH
Joseph Luo, Biology for Transfer
Nicholas B. Mabee, Computer Science for Transfer; Mathematics for Transfer HH
Matthew Magana, Business Administration for Transfer
Paul Calvin Majchrowicz, Business Administration for Transfer H
Jessenia Alexandra Maldonado, Public Health Science for Transfer H
Carlos Augusto Malfitano, Business Administration for Transfer HH
Gyuildan Mamedova, Business Administration for Transfer
Martin Manasherob, Business Administration for Transfer HH
Josh Mangalindan, Business Administration for Transfer
Frederic Jonathan Mapapa, Business Administration for Transfer HH
Nelli D. Mkhitarian, Business Administration for Transfer
Hayeon Moon, Computer Science for Transfer; Mathematics for Transfer HH
Aaron Moore, Business Administration for Transfer HH
Lais Moreira Franchini, Business Administration for Transfer
Ruth Belete Muluneh, Business Administration for Transfer
Melissa Munda, Early Childhood Education for Transfer HH
Ubaldo Murillo Carranza, Public Health Science for Transfer
William J. Murray, Business Administration for Transfer
Krystal Ngo, Public Health Science for Transfer HH
Eric Ton Nguyen, Mathematics for Transfer; Physics for Transfer
Ha T. Nguyen, Public Health Science for Transfer
Jenny N. Nguyen, Biology for Transfer
Loan My Nguyen, Business Administration for Transfer
Serina Hoang-Sa Nguyen, Business Administration for Transfer HH
Stephanie Phan My Tien Nguyen, Public Health Science for Transfer HH
Thuy Nguyen, Public Health Science for Transfer HH
Vivian Nguyen, Business Administration for Transfer
Yen Phi Nguyen, Public Health Science for Transfer H
Anicia Vanessa Nunez, Early Childhood Education for Transfer HH
Jerald Nyam, Mathematics for Transfer; Physics for Transfer
Rajwant Kaur Obhi, Public Health Science for Transfer
Evan G. Ogawa, Computer Science for Transfer HH
Sunniva Oseberg-Finney, Business Administration for Transfer
Cameron Oskou, Early Childhood Education for Transfer
Malika Azizbekoua Oybekova, Business Administration for Transfer HH
Zhiquing Pan, Mathematics for Transfer HH
Marco Nicholas Papadoyannis, Business Administration for Transfer
Jaymei Parra, Business Administration for Transfer HH
Kannon Craig Pearson, Business Administration for Transfer H
Nini Cristhel Celiz Huynh, Business Administration for Transfer HH
Perla Citlalli Perez, Public Health Science for Transfer
Rigoberto Perez, Computer Science for Transfer
Thien Tony Quoc Phan, Business Administration for Transfer HH
Serena Tina Phanitdasack, Business Administration for Transfer H
Moises Antonio Pimentel, Business Administration for Transfer
Grant Alfred Powell, Public Health Science for Transfer
Jose Prado, Business Administration for Transfer
Yu Feng Pu, Biology for Transfer
Kristina Pulli, Biology for Transfer
Yanze Qu, Mathematics for Transfer
Mithee Ramarapu, Business Administration for Transfer
Mandy Marie Rathjen, Public Health Science for Transfer
Annette Rodriguez, Early Childhood Education for Transfer
Miguel A. Rodriguez, Business Administration for Transfer
Ofelia R. Romero, Business Administration for Transfer
Daniel Rubino, Business Administration for Transfer
Victoria-Ashley Magdalena Ruiz, Early Childhood Education for Transfer
Mohammed Abdulhabib Moh Saeed, Business Administration for Transfer
Scott Sanders, Business Administration for Transfer
Phoebe Devine Santillan, Business Administration for Transfer
John Calvin Santos, Business Administration for Transfer
Mahantesh Satish, Business Administration for Transfer
Jacob A. Schmidt, Mathematics for Transfer
Pavini Sethi, Mathematics for Transfer
Amy Janae Silva, Public Health Science for Transfer
Vishaljit Singh, Biology for Transfer
Janine Kaye S. Solomon, Biology for Transfer
Trina Son, Public Health Science for Transfer
Fusheng Song, Mathematics for Transfer
Adamya Prakash Srivastava, Mathematics for Transfer
Emina Steta, Business Administration for Transfer
Elvina Sutislio, Business Administration for Transfer
Kosei Tanaka, Business Administration for Transfer
James Robert Taylor, Business Administration for Transfer
Regina Novia Tesiman, Business Administration for Transfer
Andrew Tesler, Business Administration for Transfer
Emanuela Theodoro Stopacholi, Business Administration for Transfer
Jantira Tiyasan, Computer Science for Transfer
Mohamed Hassan Toure, Computer Science for Transfer; Mathematics for Transfer
Kayla Tran, Business Administration for Transfer
Khoi Tran, Business Administration for Transfer
Mai Huynh Xuan Tran, Mathematics for Transfer
Phuong Tran, Business Administration for Transfer
Elizabeth M. Trozzo, Public Health Science for Transfer
Kristahna Clorinda Valverde, Business Administration for Transfer
Trisha Thanh Thao Vu, Public Health Science for Transfer
Yi Wang, Mathematics for Transfer
Yulin Wang, Mathematics for Transfer
Tenzin Wangpo, Computer Science for Transfer
Eric Lloyd Whitson, Computer Science for Transfer
Samantha A. Wirtz, Business Administration for Transfer
Cheng Lam Wong, Biology for Transfer
Agnes Benedicta Xavier, Business Administration for Transfer
Shu Xie, Computer Science for Transfer
Guanglin Xu, Mathematics for Transfer
Jiaxi Xu, Physics for Transfer
Yuefeng Xue, Mathematics for Transfer
Fernanda Yerena, Business Administration for Transfer
Jiaping Zeng, Physics for Transfer

Honors status is based on the latest information from winter quarter and may be affected by spring quarter GPA.
HONORS SCHOLARS

The following list recognizes Foothill College Honors Institute scholars who, in accordance with the National Collegiate Honors Council guidelines, have completed a minimum of 23 units of their curriculum in rigorous honors courses while maintaining a cumulative grade point average of at least 3.25 and engaged in service leadership. The following students satisfied the honors scholar requirements during the 2018-2019 academic year.

Lauren Rothenberg Aalami
Brooke Alviar
Matthew Francis Bodo
Tiana Marie Bolin
Andre Marcel Bouyssouneuse
Roei Burstein
Scott Daniel Cairns
Aisha Chabane
Jashandeep Singh Chahal
Haleigh Fitzgerald Creamer
Emily Margaret Crist
Caner Demir
Toko Dirk Dougherty
Jessica Hope Dunford
Abigail Tai Eklund
David Randolph Evans
Hodan Farah
Donnesh Farmanfarmaian
Tia Sofer Geri
Georgina Gill
Mackenzie Mieko Glassford
Fiona Eloise Green
Janice Tran Ho
Qiuchi Hu
Xinyi Hu
Royalle Rebecca Faridaro Hurney
Fatima Sohail Irshad
Maria Anastasia Kalaitzidis
Omer Katz
Leika Julia Keys
Imran Mobin Khan
Keeon Christopher Kordestani
Kwan Yin Lau
Carl Alo Ledersteger Goodfriend
Francesca Nicole Leventhal
Vivian Lok Yee Li
Yuanjian Liang
Jeongsu Lim
Tze Sean Lim
Yi Qing Lim
Olivia Longhetto
Aurora Jocelyn Lopez
William Lu
Brittney Natasha Lundquist
Jian Xiong Michael Luo
Nicholas Brian Mabee
Eman Mohi Eldin Magzoub
Gyuldan Mamedova
Martin Manasherob
Katrina Valor Mehrotra
Nelli D. Mkhitarian
Zahra Fatima Muzaffar
Marina Elizabeth Newman
Ho Wing Ngan
Chelsey Nguyen
Christopher H. Nguyen
Serina Hoang-Sa Nguyen
Vyvyan Nguyen
Katharine Getman Nied
Melanie Dennisse Olmos-Morris
Malika Azizbekovna Oybekova
Zhiqing Pan
Kannon Pearson
Jaehee Park
Anvitha Pillati
Daisy Rosalez
Parsa Rouhani
Darlene Alexandra Sapien
Elizabeth Jiranun Schoenholtz
Navina Senthil
Pak Hei So
Brendan Leonard Swing
Cheuk Wang Ryan Tam
Irene Deng Tang
Dylan Vinh Tao
Andrew Jacob Taylor
Jeanna Vita Thottungal
Elizabeth Naomi Turchinsky
Abigail Breyfogle Warner
Sam David Woodbury
Yifei Wu
Yuchen Yin
Jiaping Zeng
Bowen Zheng
Yuhan Zhou
SCHOLARSHIPS

Academic Achievement Scholarship
Yotam Blum
Tiana Bolin
Hodan Farah
Rou Ting Huang
Dania Khan
Hannah Million
Sheba Naderzad
Pavini Sethi

Anita Manwani-Bhagat & Arjun Bhagat Scholarship
Mary Martinez Bonini
Betina Benitez Chi
Charmaine Eusebio
Henry Fan
Jae Lee
Kimberly Long
Melinda Metzger
Madison Pearson
Kinson Poon
Kitana Toft
Victor Vasquez-Herrera
Sheyanne Walker

Biological Science/Health Science Scholarship
Farideh Bonakder
Jesus Catarino
Estrella Domenica Zuchini de Leon
Jo'Manikea James
Vyvyan Nguyen
Wanjiru Rwigi
Mai Tran

Business/Computer Science Scholarship
Balaram Behera
Yotam Blum
Yiwen Gai
Aishwar Gupta
Tenzin Wangpo

CIO Community of Practices Scholarship
Claudia Renee Hidrogo

Creative/Fine Arts Scholarship
Emilianis Torres Rojas
Denis Taniguchi

Cutler Myo Min Family STEM Scholarship
Vyvyan Nguyen

Enactus Club Service Trip Scholarship – Philippines/Malaysia
Yu Chieh Chang
Preetam Bhagwantrao Patil
Brendan Leonard Swing
Pak Sang Tse

EOPS Service Trip Scholarship
Matthew Bodo
Henry Fan
Qiaoxing Li
Carlos Lopez
Anh-Thu Nguyen
Cindy Nguyen

Environmental Horticulture Scholarship
Meghan Mahrholz
Lee Stephenson
Jing Yan

Foothill Commission Transfer Scholarship
Matthew Bodo
Tze Sean Lim

Foothill-De Anza Retirees Association Scholarship
Matthew Bodo
Brooke Brandon

Galin Family Math Scholarship
Zhiqing Pan

Gene and Jeannie Seelbach Memorial Scholarship
Benjamin Kaliczak
Dania Khan

Henning Bundgaard Memorial Scholarship
Jeongsu Lim
Inventors Lab Scholarship
Joel Bares
Justin King
Scott Lienhart
Sophia Nikravesh
Andres Valencia

Jason Whitten EOPS Memorial Scholarship
Lilian Juarez Armenta
Alexis Hill

Lillian Chuck Scholarship
Benjamin Kaliczak

National Science Foundation Scholarship for Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics
Daria Andriievksa
Erika Arreola
Joel Cornier Bares, Jr.
Zhuowen Cheng
Meng-Hui Chou
Thu Dang
Charmaine Eusebio
Henry Fan
Shayna Gaulden
Robian Ho
Leander Ten Hoff
Benjamin Kaliczak
Kim Kiamco
Norman Li
Kimberly Long
Nikki Naderzad
Jerald Nyam
Kannon Pearson
Favian Ramirez
Daniel Sandoval Rosales
Selahittin Saytas
Veronica Sester
Kitana Toft
Mai Tran
Chris Volar
Audrey Weber
Sean Willem

Nickolas and Shirley Krea Memorial Scholarship
Anthony Ngo
Rhim Peth

Organización Latino Americana (OLA) Scholarship
Ernesto Carbajal

Penny Patz Celebration of Life Scholarship
Adolfo Arana Choy
Vyvyan Nguyen
Sofia Silva Silva

Rando Family Endowed Scholarship for EOPS Students
Paula Dejesus
Henry Fan

San Jose Mercury News Wish Book Scholarship for Single Parents
Jo’Manikea James
Melinda Metzger
Jing Yan

Service Trip Scholarship – Guatemala
Angelica Ibarra
Mariana Cordero Murillo

Service Trip Scholarship – Ireland/Ecuador
Autumn Jones
Trevor Law

Sequoia Japanese American Citizens League (JACL) Scholarship
Zhiqing Pan

Shirley Ledtermann Endowed Scholarship for the Arts
Dean Birinyi
Qinhui Lin
Hannah Milon
Emilianis Torres Rojas

Singh Family Scholarship
Mary Martinez Bonini
Betina Benitez Chi
Melinda Metzger
Rhim Peth
Victor Vasquez-Herrera
Jing Yan
Jenny Yanga
Steven & Lola Kaider Health Care Scholarship
Alyssa Mae Alalay
Erica Arenas
Pirre Katrini Blom
Farideh Bonakdar
Nicole Buratovich
Jesus Catarino
Anhdao Danh
Scott Dokken
Maria Garcia
Mariah Ghahramani
Tiancheng Guo
Tiffany Guzman
Esther Hahn
Haleh Hashemian
Tom Huynh
Jo’Manikea James
Daniel Keleta
Julie Khodayari
Nadejda La Mar
John Lagpacan
Edward Li
Stephanie Lopez
Faye Maramag
Melinda Metzger
Phan Ngan
Ha Nguyen
Kristy Nguyen
Rebecca Nixon
Ned Piazza
Jessica Pirir
Preethi Rao
Robin Ryan
Mariam Safi
Eileen Shiu
Tesfalidet Tesfay
Elizabeth Tran
Mai Tran
Adnan Tufekcic
Victor Vasquez
Vinh Vo
Sheyanne Walker
Jenny Yanga
Bryen Yoon
Yefei Zhu

Tomoe and Daisho Tana Scholarship
Takuya Fujiwara

Vice Chancellor’s Scholarship
Ricky Holder
Cindy Nguyen

Writers Scholarship
Jiaxi Xu

Workforce/Career Scholarship
Mary Martinez Bonini
Esther Hahn
Kristy Nguyen
Adnan Tufekcic
Sheyanne Walker
ACADEMIC REGALIA

In the 12th and 13th centuries, when universities were under the jurisdiction of the church, students wore habits, or cloaks with hoods, which were designed to provide warmth in unheated buildings. The more colorful modern academic costume originated at England’s Oxford and Cambridge universities in the 1300s, and has been used continuously in the United States since colonial days.

The mortarboard represents no particular degree or school, except that the short, gold tassel is worn only by holders of the doctorate degree. The tassel may be worn on either side of the cap.

The gown itself is usually black for all holders of baccalaureate or higher degrees. Bachelor’s and master’s degrees styles differ little, but doctorate gowns are faced with velvet panels and velvet bars on the sleeves.

Only the hood itself shows by its length and colors the distinction among degrees, academic majors, and colleges or universities that conferred the degrees. The higher the degree, the longer the hood and the wider the velvet facing that outlines the hood. The color of the velvet facing denotes the academic area in which the degree was awarded. The colors of the satin lining in the hood are the colors of the school where the degree was awarded (e.g., Stanford University colors are cardinal and white; University of California, Berkeley, colors are blue and gold).

Field colors that symbolize academic areas of study are as follows:

- Arts, Letters & Humanities .................. White
- Business ............................................ Light Brown
- Dentistry ........................................... Lilac
- Drama .............................................. Brown
- Economics ...................................... Copper
- Education & Counseling .................... Light Blue
- Engineering ..................................... Orange
- Fine Arts ......................................... Brown
- Journalism ...................................... Crimson
- Law .................................................. Purple
- Library Science ................................. Lemon
- Mathematics & Physics ...................... Gold
- Medicine ......................................... Kelly Green
- Music .............................................. Pink
- Nursing .......................................... Apricot
- Philosophy ...................................... Dark Blue
- Physical Education ............................. Sage Green
- Public Administration ....................... Peacock
- Science ........................................... Gold
- Social Science ................................. Citron
- Speech .......................................... Silver
- Veterinary Science ......................... Gray
ALMA MATER

Oh, Foothill we raise our voices in praise
For all of the joys we’ve known.
Your scarlet and black will welcome us back,
No matter how far we may roam.
By the bay and the blue of Pacific’s shore
Lies the campus we’ll love forever more.
Oh, college so fair, there’s none can compare
With you, alma mater we love.

Music and lyrics originally composed by Foothill College
Instructors Fred Warren and Melvin Applebaum.

THE STAR-SPANGLED BANNER

O say can you see by the dawn’s early light,
What so proudly we hailed at the twilight’s last gleaming,
Whose broad stripes and bright stars through the perilous fight,
O’er the ramparts we watched, were so gallantly streaming?
And the rockets’ red glare, the bombs bursting in air,
Gave proof through the night that our flag was still there;
O say does that star-spangled banner yet wave,
O’er the land of the free and the home of the brave.

Francis Scott Key, Composer
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A LEGACY OF INNOVATION

In 1957, founding Superintendent, Dr. Calvin C. Flint, surveyed the 122-acre site that would soon be transformed into one of the nation’s preeminent community colleges. He envisioned a campus that would foster innovation and academic excellence. As Foothill celebrates our 59th annual Commencement Ceremony, we renew our commitment to that legacy of innovation.

From our first graduating class of 37 students in 1960, Foothill has grown to serve approximately 14,000 day, evening, and online students each quarter. Foothill is a nationally-recognized leader in educational excellence and is ranked the #1 community college in California, according to Washington Monthly. The Chronicle of Higher Education rated Foothill College the #1 community college in California (#2 in the country) for graduation rates. This recognition is due to the exemplary work of our dedicated faculty and staff and the talents of the extraordinary students who graduate each year.

This year, we also celebrate the second cohort of students who will receive a Bachelor of Science degree in Dental Hygiene (Foothill College is one of 15 community colleges piloting baccalaureate degrees in the State of California).

Service leadership is Foothill College’s vision for educating students and preparing them to be leaders. Students participate in service leadership projects in and out of the classroom and, this summer, student groups will be working in six different countries. Many students also provide valuable service in local communities. Projects take place throughout the year and culminate in the annual Research & Service Leadership Symposium which had more than 250 students and dozens of faculty and staff participate this May.

Founded on the principle of educational opportunity for all, Foothill College has provided a quality education to students for more than six decades. The physical beauty, architectural integrity and hilltop location of Foothill College symbolize the distinction and innovation that are the essence of the college’s academic programs and services.